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Cast your vote in the CEO of the Year of Telecom Asia Awards 2019

After becoming the portfolio company of I Squared Capital since October 2017, the new HGC has been
further strengthening the position as the full-fledged and leading fixed-line operator in Hong Kong and
overseas. In recognition of what HGC has accomplished in 2018, we are pleased to inform that our
CEO, Andrew Kwok has been nominated for the CEO of the Year in Telecom Asia Awards this year.
Thanks to the collaborative effort, support and contribution from our partners, customers, investors,
stakeholders, and more importantly from our colleagues. Without any of them, we may not be able to
conquer the challenges that we have tackled as well as what we are going to face.

Under Andrew’s leadership, various parties have been coming in for collaboration and partnership in
different areas and we are reaching out to them as well, which have brought a vast amount of
business opportunities and a huge success to HGC. In the future, we will continue to invest in
infrastructure in Hong Kong, as its global base of operations, while expanding internationally. This
involves replicating the knowledge, business model and success in Hong Kong in parts of the world
where it sees opportunity. Simply, we will keep moving forward.

You may now show your support to us and cast the vote at the link here. (Deadline: 18 April 2019)
You are also welcomed to circulate the link to your professional network for voting.

(Note: Everyone can vote once only, and employees of the shortlisted companies/nominees will not be counted)
For details of the Telecom Asia Awards 2019, please refer to here.

Again, thank you for being with us in the journey, it wouldn’t be the same without any of you.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdajXTuur3HwFpXjbR770jQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdajXTuur3HwFpXjbR770jQ
https://www.facebook.com/hgc.intl/
https://www.facebook.com/hgc.intl/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hgc-global-communications/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hgc-global-communications/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TAAwards19Voting
https://event.telecomasia.net/telecom-asia-awards/2019/


HGC’s SDN technology marketplace creates customer centric services covering:
1. Global connectivity on Ethernet layer to other major carrier hubs, data centre to

data centre worldwide
2. All HGC flagship Big Data Exchange (BDX) data centres will be connected enabling

customers to order private cloud services, colocation and other value-added one-
stop services.

3. Seamless connection to Global Internet Exchange will be enabled via the SDN
infrastructure, starting with AMS-IX Hong Kong, and expanding to Europe and US-
based Internet Exchange to meet the needs of Asian ISPs and OTTs.

We invite you to join us and continue to enrich our marketplace ecosystem!

HGC launches next-generation Telco-Services Marketplace by SDN

The evidence of dramatic change, brought about
by the fourth industrial revolution is all around us
and it’s happening at exponential speed. With this,
comes the growing need for comprehensive,
always-on, and uncompromised connectivity,
underpinned by software defined (“SDN”) enabled
digital infrastructure.

Enterprises of all sizes and industries are utilizing
SDN as a way to accelerate their operational agility
and intelligence, while reducing complexity.

Read full article: https://bit.ly/2TNgQ54
HGC Marketplace Demo: https://bit.ly/2TZKRDV

HGC CDO Shares about application of SDN in Healthcare and Retail

https://bit.ly/2TNgQ54
https://bit.ly/2TNgQ54
https://bit.ly/2TNgQ54?fbclid=IwAR3EBXmPC6dUlEkAtIvqw2t8KezPrC6l2skde7eIsLSZToj3j2Du-Kq8Sz0
https://bit.ly/2TZKRDV
https://bit.ly/2TZKRDV
https://bit.ly/2TZKRDV


Thanks all the attendees for sparing your
valuable time for joining HGC & AMS-IX
Networking Lunch at Apricot 2019!

We were glad to see you at Daejeon, South
Korea and announce our latest updates and
promotion offers with AMS-IX! Peer with us
and achieve beyond possibilities!

HGC & AMS-IX Networking Lunch at 

APRICOT 

Digital transformation, along with continuous
advances in technologies such as AI, IoT, data
analytics, big data exchange have given rise
to a trend in building more complex IT
systems.

HGC CDO shares about Ethics of AI

"The complexity of software often means that it is not possible to work out exactly why
AI does what it does. Actionable ethical principles need to consider how AI is used in a
particular context. The ethical issues involved in autonomous weapons, for instance,
are very different from the ethical issues involved in the use of AI for recidivism scores
or employment screening."
View HGC insight: https://bit.ly/2V0lWMR

https://bit.ly/2V0lWMR?fbclid=IwAR1N20UD4NjcGAzVWgsw88GHd6HUN9OFWS2LWvUHeip53JPCTNm5xx4AVcc


2018 is a year of significant change to our
China team in terms of company strategy,
business direction and market environment.
In face of the rapid changes, China team
demonstrated team cohesion and dedication
into expanding key business, e.g. OTT, BDX
Data Centre, enterprise and wholesale
market.

To celebrate the successful year and continue
to aim high for 2019, sales, marketing,
product expertise from Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, gathered and enjoyed the fun
time. We continue to create another exciting
year elevating the accomplishment for our
customers and partners as a team!

Celebrating A Significant Year for 

HGC China Team

HGC at Capacity Middle East

Continue to explore the latest digital and
integrated solutions we could deliver for
the ever evolving telecoms industry, in
different international carrier events!


